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The owner of the Redskins has refused to change the
team’s name. AP file photo

The continued use of the name “Redskins” by the NFL team in Washington is “an insult to Native
Americans” to which the NFL should wake up, according to a letter sent NFL Commissioner Roger
Goodell by two senior members of Congress.

“The NFL can no longer ignore this and perpetuate the use of this name as anything but a racial slur,”
Sen. Maria Cantwell, D-Wash., and Rep. Tom Cole, R-Oklahoma, wrote to Goodell. Cole is a member of
the Chickasaw Indian tribe.

“The NFL is on the wrong side of history,” they
added. ”It is not appropriate for this multibillion dollar
501 (c)(6) tax-exempt organization to perpetuate and
profit from the continued degradation of tribes and
Indian people.”
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Sen. Maria Cantwell, D-Wash. She and
Republican colleague Rep. Tom Cole call
on NFL Commissioner Roger Goodell to

support a name change for the
Washington Redskins.

The Redskins’ owner Daniel Snyder has flatly refused
to change the team’s name.

Goodell dished out patronizing remarks at a pre-Super
Bowl news conference, saying that the NFL was
“listening” and trying to be “respectful.” He said the
name Redskins was intended as an “honor” to Native
Americans.

Quite the contrary, it is considered a slur by the
National Congress of American Indians, and has been
denounced by the nation’s leading civil rights groups.

Cantwell is chair of the Senate Indian Affairs
Committee. The current president of the National
Congress of American Indians is Brian Cladoosby,
president of the Swinomish Indian Tribal Council in
Washington.

Numerous colleges have changed the names of their
teams.

The Seattle University Chieftains are now the Redhawks. The Standford Indians became the Standford
Cardinal.  The Marquette Warriors morphed into the Golden Eagles, and St. John’s Redmen became the
Red Storm.

In one case, however, the Seminole Indians in Florida sanctioned continued use of Seminoles by Florida
State University.

The professional sports leagues have not changed, however, although the image of Chief Wahoo has
vanished from caps worn by Cleveland Indians ballplayers.

Snyder has changed Redskins’ coaches on a regular basis. But the NFL’s least popular owner has
treated the name change effort with scorn.

In response to the Cantwell-Cole letter, The Washington Post reported that team spokesman Tony Wyllie
said in a statement:  “With all the important issues Congress has to deal with, such as a war in
Afghanistan to deficits to health care, don’t they have more important issues to worry about than a
football team’s name?”

But, argued Cantwell and Cole, the NFL’s pretense of “honor” is “a charade that dishonors native people
and their governments.”

“It is in fact an insult to Native Americans,” they wrote Goodell.  “We are calling on you and the NFL to
make a formal position in favor of a name change.”
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